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INTRODUCTION .
The dexterity required for succensfully conneotin.f^ in par-
allel two synchronous rnachinee and the apprehonnion that ie folt
by the operator lest disaster result from the slightest inaccur-
acy of manipulation suggested a r>tudy of the methods of synchron-
izing in the hope of diminishing the hazard involved.
The experiments conducted by Messrs. ?'organ Brooks and
Milton K. Akers clearly demonstrated the practicability of us-
insT a coreless inductance in the synchronizing, of small units.
Electrical engineers throughout the country questioned the ap-
plicability of this method in connection with larger imits, and
as a result it was decided to m.ake some investigations along this
line with the machines in the power plant of the University of
Illinois
.

THEORY OF S Y N C H U N I Z T N G
.
If two like alternators having; the same wave form are
rurminf; with their electronotive force waves in iininon and are
generating the sane voltage they may be made to operate in parall-
el. This is due to the reversibility of the alternators, i . e ., the
ability of either to operate as a synchronous motor in the same
direction of rotation if its driving power be removed. A single
phase alternator can be synchronized and operated successfully
in parallel with one phase of a quarter phase or of a three phase
alternator. Provided the difference in speed, voltage, a,nd phase
position of the two machines are not excessive, they will fall in-
to step and continue to run together satisfactorily. It will be
found,howevey that there will be more or less synchronizing curr-
ent which will vary greatly according to the conditions existing
at the time when the machines are connected. This synchronizing
current flowing between the machines is necessary to hold them
together, and results from three distinct causes :-
(1) A difference in wave shape of the two alternators.
(2) A pulsation during each revolution of the prim.e m.overs of the
alternators
.
(5) A difference in the values of electromotive force.
The first trouble is usually small and manifests itself
only in the case of large units. The best knoT^n example of this
trouble is that which the Chicago Fdison Company ejqperienced due
to third harmonics in the wave form.
The second trouble is the most serious of all. Its action
may be seen by reference to the following figures.
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F T G U H K # 1.
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->4
FIGURE #2.

Tn FiR;ure #1 the oloctromoti vo forcps of tho two altemal-
orr. are reproaentod by the vectors 1-2, 1-4. They are clr;\vm Bide by
side, but in reality are Bupporpof?ed on each other, nince their
supposed electromotive forces are exactly in phase. Thur^ the points
2, 4, and the point 1 are at the same potential and no current flovm
between the two alternators. If the prime mover of one, however,
during a revolution, - la/rs behind or gets ahead of the other, the
ii
I
two electromotive forces, instead of being exactly supperponcd on I
each other, swing apart, and are represented as shown in Figure #2.
Under these conditions the points S, 4, are no longer at the same
! potential, but have a difference of potential between them which
li
Ii
l|
acts through the impedance of the two alternators in series, creat-
|
I
ing thereby, a current equal to the voltage S-4 divided by this
impedance. In completing the diagram Figure #2, 2-4 appears as l-4a
since all vectors must go to a common center as at 1 in this case.
Therefore the free electromotive force acting through the two im-
pedances as stated, is shown by the vector l-4a. The current re-
sulting from this electromotive force lags behind it a large amount,
i since the reactance ohms of the circuit are much greater than the
j
resistance olims; or in other words, the circuit of the two ama-
I
tures in series is an inductive circuit. Thus the current flowing
from this electromotive force l-4a is represented by the vector
i
II
1-G. An examination of the position of the vector shows that it is
i' I
II
well in phase with the vectors l-G- and 1-4, or, in other words,
the current is energy current; and thus the cross current of two
alternators which swing apart in phase somewhat, because of irreg-
i
ularity in rotation of their prime movern is an energy current
tending to pull them together again.
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ii
ThG relation Phown in the diaf^ram in which the curr-
|
ent between tho two altematorn in equal to the volta/^e 2-4 divid-
ed by the impedance of the circuit in not true for machinec boin^^
thrown together. The actual momentary or phasinfi; current which
flows is much greater than the vector difference of the electromot-
ive forces -would seem to indicate. This in due to the fact that the
iron in the armature has not had time to become magnetized and to
react against the current which flows because of this vector diff-
erence. This momentary rush of current is governed by the resistance,
and non-iron inductance of the armatures . This inductance should be
considered non-iron or pure inductance since the inductance of the
iron is practically zero. The fact that the ironhas zero inductance
gives rise to a condition which is practically a short circuit, and
a large mish of current ensues, with only a small vector difference.
It might seem at first that the iron should have an instantaneous
reactance since it is capable of becordng magnetized very quickly,
and alternators have been built for frequencies as high as 1?73 cy-
cles .However, the magnetizing of iron is very much like vibrating
a tuning fork.After the vibrations have been started tlie fork may
easily be kept in motion. So it ic with the iron. Tho iron has what
may be callerl a magnetic inertia which prevents it from becoming
magnetized quickly enough to react and offer an appreciable react-
ance.
Hence two kinds of cross currents may exist in parallel
operation of alternators; first, currents transferring power be*-
tween machines due to phase displacement between their electromot-
ive forces and, second, wattless currents transferring magnetiza-
tion between the machines due to a difference of their induced
electromotive forces.
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Third, 'lien tvro altemo.tors are properly phaeod, and their
prime movers man without variation or with similar variations, the
above effect dirappears.VJhen, however, the field of one alternator
is weaker than it should be, there is a. cross current, even though
the phasing of the tvro alternators may be exact.This cross current
is the result of the electro-Motive force 1-6 as shown in Figure #i
I and is lagging and is shown by the vector 1-5, about 90 degrees lagg
I
ing from the electromotive forces 1-2, 1-4. Thus, in the case of
1
unequal fields the cross current is a lagginr current, and does not
I
represent energy. Its action, however, is to assist the magnetism
of the weaker machine, for the flov; of current naturally goes from
the higher voltage to the lower; it is a lagging current as shown
_
in relation to the higher voltage, and thus demagnetizes that alt-
I
emator; it is a leading current in relation to the lower voltage
and thus magnetizes the other alternator; in fact; enough current
flows to make the tvro volta,ges alike. This current lags behind the
electrom.otive force producing it by an angle § where tan.6'= X/r.
X = Reactance. R = Resistance. The energy component of this curr-
ent is in quadrature with the alternator electromotive forces so
that it tra,nsfers no power between the tvro machines .The wattless
component equalizes the load between the two machines. Machines
without reactance would have no synchronizing power and could not
be operated in parallel. From this it will be seen that the syn-
chronizing power of the current flowing between the two machines de-
j
pends upon the lagging of the current.
I It might be mentioned here that the current which accel-
I
erates the lagging machine and retards the other, also flows under
||
change in the prime movers. For peaked waves, the slightest dis-
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placoment in phaso renultn in a vory largo difforenco of Instan
taneoun olectromotive force of tho machine and a very largo Byn-
chronizing current, flovrn which overdoec the worTc, accelerating the
lagging machine too great a degree. This insta.ntly dieplaces tho
phase in the opposite direction and another synchronizing current
is generated to restore conditions, which also overdoes its work.
This difficulty is apt to increase rather than to diminish, and
when machines do this they are said to be pumping or hunting, and
and the synchronizinp- currents frequently become so severe that it
is necessary to separate the t^io machines .Wlien the wave is of the
smooth sine variety such as obtains with distributed windings, a
slight displacement in phase only results in a small synchronizing
current being generated, and the two armatures are brought back in
to phase without overtravelling.
Under normal conditions the synchronizin- current is
practically wattless, the only additional loss being slightly add-
itional copper losses, a.nd the frictional Iopp due to slightly al-
tering the speed of the machine. The synchronizing current can be
measured when the alternators are supplying load by placing an am--
meter between them in one side of the line. The method of making
this measurement is shown in Figure -#3.
F I G U R E # 3.
Inductance. Ammeter.

METHOD OF S Y N C H H N I Z T TW-
IThen two machines are to bo svritched tof^ethei* on the sane
busbars they must bo in stop and equal and similar in voltaf^e, Tor
to switch them to;i;ether under any other circumstances would mean a
short circuit on account of the immense currents which the mach-
ines will exchan.f^e between themselves. In order to detennine wheth-
er or not two machines, are in step, varioun devices aro resorted tr
,
themost common is that known as the synchronizing lamp. The machines
which are to be synchronized together are connected in series with
i;
a lampbank interposed, the voltage of the lampbank being equal to
the sum of the voltages of the two machines. As the machines re-
volve going into and coming out of phase, these lamps flicker from
i
,| a maximum to a minimum. 'Then the lamp is dark the machines are in
phase; when the lamp is bright the machines arc in opposition.
When the lamp flickers rapidly the machines are of different fre-
quencies, that is to say one is revolving faster than the other. The
speeding machine should be retarded and the lagging machine should
be accelerated. When this is properly done it will be noted that
the flickering of the synchronizing lamp becomes less and less -fre-
quent, and that it changes more and more slowly from dark to bright.
It is only when the lamp is dar]^,and the time which it has required
to reach the dark condition from the last condition of brilliancy
is from one to three seconds (the larger the machine the longer the
interval should be) before it is safe to throw them together. If
they are not iJl exact step, connecting them, together will cause
the machines to exchange synchronizing currents and bring them into
step; this in large machines means the sudden change of speed of
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many tons of notal and this roquiren .r^rorrl -no'Tor. Two nachlnes
could be instantaneously in absolute step and equal in voltage
j
and yet one could be traveling ahead of tho other. Switching them
|
together under such conditions would necessiate the exchanging of
sufficient synchronizing current to transfer the excess momentuin
of one machine to the other, and would be very likely to be an ox- |;
cecsive cui-rent. Equal angular velocities of the armatures with ref-j
erence to the pole pieces is very necessary, that is to say, a giv-
;
en point on each armature must pass the same number of poles per |
second. This is really of greater importance than that the machines t
should be exactly in phase, although the latter is also important.
The method of synchronizing when the lamp becomes dark is called
synchronizing dark. In high voltage machines, of course, a lamp can-
not be employed without the intervention of one or two trannfoiTn-
ers. When using two transformers it becomes i^j?fpossible to connect
the transformers so that when the machines are in phase the trans
-
form.ers shall be assisting each other in supplying voltage to the
lamp, and maximum brilliancy of the lamp will then correspond to
agreement in phase of the machines. This latter method is called
synchronizing bright and is generally preferred because it is found
to be easier to deteiTnine when a lam.p is at full brilliancy than
when it is absolutely currentless, for it may be carrying quite a
j
substantial current without reddening the filament. The lamp may
!
even b^^ dark with a considerable difference in voltage. For inst-
ance, a 110 volt lamp is dark with a pressure of twenty to twenty- '
five volts. Furthermore, the filament mihgt break at the crucial
moment and the lamp would be dark when it should be bright. The
result of throwing the m.achines together under such conditions had
better be surmised than determined by experiment.
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Althoup;h lamps are quite generally used for oynchronizinfi; tho nethod
j
is not wholly cati nfactory as thero in always the ponnlbllity of
throwing, the machines tof!;ether when a conBiderablo diffcrenco in
phase exists between the respective circuits. The operator has no
indication of phase difference except what lie can obtain by inter-
polation in a series of lamp flickerings , and such an interpolation
may be not only difficult to make, but also dangerous to tho mach-
ine. The ideal synchronizing device should perform three distinct
functions :
-
(1) It should indicate whether the incoming machine is running too
fast or too slow.
(2) It should indicate the amount of phase difference.
(3) It should indicate the exact moment of phase coincidence or
synchronism.
These functions are best performed by a device called the
sjTichronoscope. This instrument consists essentially of a set of
coils so arranged as to rotate a pointer or hand as the phase ang-
le of the alternators changes. If the incoming alternator is too
slow, the hand of the sjmchronizer revolves to tiie right at a speed
corresponding to the difference in frequency between tha.t of the
incoming machine and the busbars. If the alternator is running too
fast, the hand revolves to the left. The attendant can thus tell
at a glance whether the incoming machine should be speeded up or
slowed down. As the alternator comes more and more nearl y into syn i
ii
chronism, the revolutions of the hand become slower and slower
,
and when the hand is moving very slowly and is near the vertical I
position the main switch is thrown in. Owing to the fact that the
instrument indicates at all times the exact condition of the in- I
coming machine as regards its speed and phase relation, the ^er-
|
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ation of aynchronizin^ can "bo carried out nuch more quickly and
with more certainty than where lamps or volt-meters are unod.
j
It might be vrell to state, er^ we leave thin subject-,
that the incominf, machine should bo running faster than the one on '
the bussen if it is to run as a generator from the moment of syn-
chronizing. As the load is gradually placed on the machine the lattij
er will tend to slow down in speed, and willnot then take its prop-
er proportion of the load, provided that the machines were running
same
at the^ speed at the moment of synchronizing. The tendency of the
incoming machine to slow down is not so very great and hence that
machine need not be rotating at a much higher rate of speed. The
synchronizing switch should be closed as the electromotive force
vector of the incoming machine is approaching synchronism, so as to
avoid undue strains on the machines already on the line. It has
been found that if the incoming machine is thrown in parallel after
its electromotive force vector has passed that of the machines al-
ready on the line, that undue stresses and strains are placed upon
the machines already carrying the load.

THE NEW T,T E T H D OF S Y N C H R N I Z I H .
The skill required to throw two alternators in parallel at
[|
i|
just the right instant and the danger to large machinor! if the op-
]
ii
erator throws them together slightly out of phase suggested this
studjr of the methods of synchronizing. The problem is to reduce the
phasing current and. still retain sufficient synchronizing power. As
has been previously stated, the synchronizing power of the current
depends upon the lagging of the current due to the armature ind-
uctance. Pure resistance was first inserted between the two mach-
ines in the laboratory with the result that the synchronizing power
of the two currents was decreased due to the decreased angle of lag.
The resistance was then removed and capacity inserted with the res-
ult that the electromotive force vectors assumed and maintained an
approximately 180 degree relation. Inductance with iron-core was
then tried with indifferent results. If sufficient inductance was
used to cut down the rush of current to a safe value, the synchro- •
nizing power of the current was too weak. An air-core was then
tried and when adjusted to the proper value, the results were all
that could be desired. The coreless inductance acted instantaneous-
ly* gave the desired lagging current effect, and prevented, the im-
found
pulsive rush of phasing current. It xms in the^ experiments conduct-
j
ed by I.'essrs. Brooks and Akers that a value of inductance which
would give half the full load current at the greatest vector diff-
i
erence seemed the best to use. The units used in these experiments
found
were 7 1/2 PC. W. machines. It was^that with one machine on the bus
bars, the other could be thrown in parallel at standstill ( excitat-
ion being approximate) and upon reaching synchronous speed the ma-
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chine would fall }nto step. The inductance acted much like a sprinp;
which would pull the machines into step and hold thorn there. After-
it had been used succesnfully on the small unitn in the laboratory,
it vr&3 decided to make a coil for the larger units in the Univers-
ity power plant. A coil was designed for the 75 K. machine. The
full load current of this machine for one phase is R5.7- amperes. In
order to obtain the best results both as regards regulation and
amount of current, the inductance as previously stated, was made
such that one half the full load current flowed under the worst con
ditions. Hence the impedance was equal to 880/R5.7' or 10.7 ohms.
The inductance must therefore be very nearly the same, for if the
resistance be large the effect is that of a cored inductance. The
formula for a cylindrical coil of wire of radius r, of length 1,
and having n turns of wire is:- L = 4 u^r^n^/ i , in which
L = Inductance J r = radius of coil in centimeterc; 1 = length of
coil in centimeters. This formula is, however, only approximate for
short, thic]: coils, and could not be relied upon in this experiment.
From the formula it will be seen that where r is large compared
with 1 the inductance will be large. To obtain the maximum induct-
ance with the minimum length of wire it was decided to make the
coil in the shape of a pancake; that is, the diameter should be very
large compared with the length. Also from some preliminary experi-
ments it was proved that the inductance varied with the square of
the number of tumn. A fonn 1 l/s inches long and 7 feet in diam-
I
eter was made and v/ound with 97 turns of il-Vi wire. This wire was
I
double cotton covered, and as a further protection a strip of high
tension insulation was placed between each layer. This coil when
I
tested out gave the following results:-

15-
I
.
8.2
15.9
OO Q
. o • O
26.6
[51.0
54.0
37.0
E.
6.5
12.0
18 .
5
29.5
26.
G
29.6
35.0
I'ean value
R.
.800
.812
.845
.P46
.870
.895
Of H is .836
I. E. P. Z. L.
14.3 113 60.6 7.90 .0206
14.4 113 60.6 7.81 .0206
15.7 113 60.6 8.25 .0206
Mean value of Z is 7.98
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The coil was cormectod on the plant between the IP.O K. Yl, and the
45 K. \J. machines as shown in Fijr^ure /;4' The results obtained ex-
ceeded our greatest expectations. The conditions existing at the
i;
time were as follows:- 120 K. W. machine on the busses carrying
full load; one phase of the 45 K. W. machine was then thrown in par
allel with one phase of the 120 K» W. machine at the point when
the lamp indicated that the two machines were in synchronism. The
|
phase angle at which they were thrown together was then increased
|
by a small increment each time until the machines were finally
throTvn together at a phase angle of IRO degrees ^ The current which
jj
might be expected at this, the worst, condition is RB0/7.98 or 110
amperes. The actual phasing current which flowed was 40 amperes. This
current was a great amount less than had been expected, 8.nd was so
small that the paralleling of the two machines did not cause the
slightest flickering of the lamps on the system. This coil was con-
sidered too large, and another form was made which was 1 l/s inches
long and 2 feet in diameter. The wire was then unwound from the
larger form and rewound upon the smaller one. This gave a coil of 17
layers of 10 turns each making a total of 170 turns. The impedance
of this coil was 15.67 ohms. This was considered too large and so
2 layers were taken off leaving a total of 15o turns. The results
obtained from the test of this coil are as follows :-
i!
I
($ee tables on next page) !
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I. F.. R.
P.
5
5.75 .677
16.0 10. n .675
19. :5 13.1 .679
25.7 17.5 .674
PR -7 19 .3 .673
V C* JL L4. C/ WX R= . 677
I. E. F. z. L.
11.85 117.1 61.6 9.89
11.85 117.4 61.7 9.91
11.90 117.6 62.9 9.87
Mean=61.9 Mean=9.89 Mean=.0255 Henrys.
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Figure # 4.
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the induotance wan also calculated froTn tho linear dimensions
of the coil by means of the following forraula:-
L = nSr-/(«0184r f .0?;ih 4- .0:^5w)
in which, L = Inductance; n = Number of turns = 150 j r = T'^oan rad-
ius in cms. = 33.95; h = length of the coil in cms. = 3.B1; and
w = Thickness (radially) in cms. = 6.89.
The value of this inductance as obtained by this formula was .0381
Henrys. The above formula checked within one per cent for small
ooil3 but gives only approximate results in the case of large coils
However, the above formula may be used to determine the approximate
sizes of large coils.
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Thls coil was then connoctod on the plant under the follovring
conditions :-
120 K. \7. on the bus-bars, heavily loaded; 45 K. VN
coming in; synchronizing to be done dark.
The switch was closed and the machines came into synchronism. It !
was found impoosible to throttle the smaller to such an extent as
to secure a synchronous speed, and as a result the hunting of the
two machines could be readily observed by the deflections of the
|
ammeter needle. A circulatin-^ current which varied in value from
10 to 110 flowed between the two machines. It was found that in
breaking the circuit a large arc was often drawn out. By watching ;
the ammeter it was found that no arc resulted if tho switch were
thrown when the needle began to swing back towards O.The circuit waa
then made and broken repeatedly, no attention being paid to the time'
of synchronizing. The machines came into step with the same ease
that was observed when they were synchronized properly. The phasing
current observed, varied an3rwhere from 10 to 110 amperes, depending
upon the vector difference of the electromotive forces. It was
thought that data might be taken which would give a curve between
vector differences and phasing current,but owing to the ballistic
effects of the instruments, no accurate results could be obtained.
However, a curve was drawn for the coil shovring the relations of E i
and I using the values of I as abscissas. This curve is a straight
j
line showing a constant relation. Reference to the data will show
j
almost similar relations for I and Z, and for I and L, !
(For the curve of E and I, , see the next page)



•9.2"
1,
2.B5
6.75
8.50
9.60
10 .80
11.30
24.05
E.
40.6
69.6
80.5
91.2
101.1
109.0
110.1
P.
62.2
61.8
61.7
61.4
60.6
60.7
60.1
The curve on the preceding page was plotted from the above set of
data.

A D V A N T A G F S OF T H 1- COIL.
The question to be considered now is the practicability of this
coil for use on large power plants. It has been proven by the ex-
periments made on the university power plant that a corelens ind-
uctance can be successfully used in the synchronizing of large
iinitsjoven with a slight inaccuracy of control of the speed of the
prime movers with a corresponding variation in frequency .The princ-
iple advantages,however, are: -First , simplicity of construction; Sec-
ond, low cost relative to the rest of the installation ; Third , value
as insurance against losses due to errors of manipulation. As a good
example of this first advantage it was thought best to give a de-
tailed account of the construction of the coil used in this test.
The form upon which the coil was wound consisted merely of two wood
en plates, four feet in diameter and held one and one-half inches
apart by a wooden drum two feet in diameter .B"'our small radial slots
were cut to permit of tying the layers together. A strip of high
tension insulation was placed upon the drum and a layer of wire was
wound. A second strip of insulating material was laid upon this and
the whole securely bound with twine. These operations were repeated
until the coil was of the right size as determined by testing. The
wooden form was then removed and the coil carefully wound with tape
As regards the diameter of the coil for a certain length of wire
and a certain length of coil, it is the opinion of the writers that
one diameter may be found for which the inductance will be a max-
im.um;for a greater or a less diameter, the inductance will be de-
creased. It is also believed that the pancake form is much the best
since it gives the largest inductance for a given length of wire.

The nooond advantage of thin coil io the low ooet as compared
TTlth the total cost of the plant equipment. Reforenoo vrill hero be
again made to the coil used in this experiment. The total amount
of wire used vras 27# which at 40 cents a pound would give a total
cost of ^10.80 . In welx equipped factories the coil could be turn
|
ed out at a price differing but little from the above figures, and
40 cents per pound would cover the cost of the form, construction,
etc., ."llO.BO being the total cost ready to connect in on the plant.
Assuming that the cost of the alternators is fsSO per K» T/. and that
165 K, W, were used in the experiment (one 120 t, W. and one 45 K.W)
the total cost of the units would be :^3300, It may easily be seen
that the cost of the coil would be .32 of one fo or about l/s of
ifo of the cost of the alternators.
The third advantage is the insurance against losses due to in-
accuracy in synchronizing. The insurance thus afforded is much
cheaper than can be obtained from any casuality company. The ind-
uctance hag the advantage that it prevents accidents rather than
settles for damage already done and the consequent delay and worry.
There is also a gain in time in synchronizing. This is quite an ad-
vantage, especially in the peak of the load, or when the load comes
on very quickly, smd the machines must be gotten on the line as quicii
ly as possible. The incoming machine may be put on the system at
once even thou^ it is a little out of phase, and by means of this
inductance the machine will very quickly come into step with the
one on the line. The inductance may be cut out by means of a short
j
circuiting switch. Thus, this method affords a means of picking up
the load much more rapidly than could be attempted by any other
method. But to return to the technical side of the subject. It is

1
not intended that with large units, the sjmchronizing shall be done
I
"With one machine at a standBtill aa wan done with the snail mach-
ines in the laboratory , nor that the synchronizing shall bo done
carelessly and the switch closed at any time. It is intended how-
ever, to do away with the great danger of slight inaccuracies and
thus the attendant is in bettor shape to do the work. Knowing that
the coil will take care of even fairly large errors which he raay
make in the time of closing the switch, the attendant can set about
Ms work with less nervousness and will imdoubtedly score a high-
er percentage of successful attempts at synchronizing than with-
out the cAil.
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